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Abstract: An allegory of modern science.

The Cairo Affair: Part One

Pi no more, ladies, pi no more. Men were deceivers ever,
One foot in sea, and one on shore, To one thing constant never.
Then pi not so, but let them go, And be you blithe and bonny,
Converting all your equations of woe Into hey nonny, nonny.

R.Q.: “Ellery? Ellery?”
E.Q.: “Sorry, Dad. My mind was somewhere else…thinking about walking on the beach with
Jenny today. Surreal. Fog had set in, hardly anyone out there. Some cars driving by with
headlights on. Ship’s horn in the distance. We walked on the sand through the mist (like a
London fog). I could barely see out of my glasses…they were all wet and clouded over.
But we were talking about pi, right? Lemme see…(reciting aloud monotonously)
3.1415926535897932384626433832795028841971…”
R.Q.: “Whoa! Enough already! Hard to imagine the infinite string of numbers that comes
from dividing

. I know you’re good with figures, Ellery, but what’s the point?”

E.Q.: “Just this, Dad. We know pi (π) goes on forever, but where did it come from?”
R.Q.: “Well, let’s look it up.”
E.Q. (thumbing his smartphone):“Hmm, according to Wikipedia:
The earliest known use of the Greek letter π to represent the ratio of the circle’s
circumference to its diameter was by Welsh mathematician William Jones in 1706.
It is approximately equal to 3.14159…
Jones? S’pose he’s related to ‘Indy’? Wonder how he managed to calculate and run for his
life at the same time––and not get flattened by that ginormous round boulder?!”
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R.Q.: “Ha, ha. Time to grab your bullwhip and get out of that Peruvian temple while you still
can, Son. What a surprise: they’ve only been using that nifty Greek symbol pi (π) to
represent the ratio C/d since the 1700s! But wait…I can understand not wanting to write out
the infinite number (3.14159…) in an equation––you could do that the rest of your life.
But why on earth did Jones want to represent the ratio C/d with the Greek letter pi (π)?
Why not just call it what it is, C/d ? That’s easy enough to write.”
E.Q.: “Yeah, Dad. What’s the point of pi (π)? Know what I think? By representing the ratio
C/d with pi (π), Jones was trying to introduce algebra into geometry. Only one problem:
 Dividing a circle’s circumference by its diameter results in the number 3.14159… ,
not a Greek letter. So as the Greek letter pi (π) doesn’t really equal anything,
looks like Jones created an equation that doesn’t equal anything,
to try to get algebra into geometry!
(scrolling down the page) Wait, Dad, there’s more! Check this out! In 1748 Euler wrote…
For the sake of brevity we will write this number as π; thus π is equal to half the
circumference of a circle of radius 1.”
R.Q.(leaning forward in his chair): “Hold the phone, Ellery! That’s two totally different
definitions of pi (π)! And half? Like this Jones fellow said, the diameter is approximately
a third of the circumference. That’s what the number 3.14159…is all about. So you could
never divide the circumference by the diameter and get half the circumference…that’d be a
geometric impossibility.”
E.Q.: “Right. So Jones’ and Euler’s definitions not only don’t jibe, they disprove each other:
 If pi (π) were to equal half the circumference,
pi (π) could never equal the circumference divided by the diameter!

And just think of what Euler is saying, geometrically:
The circumference divided by the diameter equal to half the circumference?
What a hoot! Sure, if I got out my Ginsu knife and divided a circle with a diameter,
I’d get half the circle, and half the circumference––but I’d also get half the area!
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(laughing) And that ain’t the, ahem, ‘half’ of it! Try drawing Euler’s circle!
The diameter would have to equal the semicircle! Everybody knows that’s not true!
You could never draw a circle where the diameter was equal to half the circumference!”
R.Q.: “Agreed: there’s no circle that has Euler’s proportions. So how in the world did he
come up with such an absurd definition? What was he trying to foist off on us?”
E.Q.: “Dunno, Dad. Let’s see…Euler called the radius one, which made the diameter equal
two. So dividing the circumference by the diameter (as two) he got half the circumference!”
R.Q. (chuckling):“Euler sure had some creative math, didn’t he? Wait, Ellery!
Isn’t half the circumference also 180 degrees?”
E.Q.: “Oh, now I see what Euler was up to. The ratio C/d couldn’t be resolved as a number.
So Euler ‘solved’ that little problem by defining C/d (and the number 3.14159…) as pi (π),
and then defining pi (π) as being equal to 180 degrees! How hilarious!
(picking up his pencil) I gotta look at Euler’s math a little closer:
1. As the diameter (d) is equal to two times the radius (2r),
can be written as

.

2. So by defining the radius as one, Euler must’ve written the equation
as

,

3. And that’s how he ended up with pi equal to half the circumference and 180 degrees
.”
R.Q.: “Wow! Euler was quite a math-magician! Call the radius one and, Poof!
Right before your very eyes, the radius (r) and the diameter (d) disappear into thin air!”
E.Q.: “Huh…you’re right, Dad. They disappear completely. And without the radius (and the
diameter) in the equation…unbelievable! Euler created a circle with no dimension!
(shifting into his best Rod Serling voice) Beyond that which is known to man, is a place as
vast as space and as timeless as infinity. It is the middle ground between science and
superstition, a ‘one’ drous land whose boundaries are only that of Euler’s imagination.
Yes, you’ve just crossed over into…the ‘Dimensionless Zone ’!”
R.Q.: “Ha ha. I get the picture, Son. How can you have C/d without (d)? How can you have a
circle without a diameter (or a radius)? How can you have geometry without dimension?”
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E.Q.: “Boggles the mind, doesn’t it? By calling the radius one (and trying to introduce the
Multiplicative Identity Property of algebra into geometry), Euler created a phantom
‘algebraic circle’––a ‘unit circle’ that not only doesn’t exist in geometry…but a dimensionless
‘one’ that doesn’t exist at all! Wait! I just thought of another way to look at this.
By calling the radius one, the old pi (π) equation for the area of a circle reduces from:
.”
R.Q.(laughing): “The area of a circle equal to pi (π)? What an insane equation!
But I can one-up that, Son! The equation for the area of a circle can also be written as:
.
From there, if I apply Euler’s logic and call the radius one, the equation goes from:
.”
E.Q.(chuckling):“Imagine! Having pi (π) equal the area of a circle, and having the area of a
circle equal the semicircle and 180 degrees! Yep, Euler’s pi (π) is a geometric impossibility!
It was bad enough Jones calling C/d a Greek letter (something that doesn’t equal anything),
but Euler calling the radius one? Jeepers! That messed everything up!
And when you think of all the bad math that’s based on Euler calling the radius one (and pi
(π) equal to the semicircle and 180 degrees)…Holy smokes! They’re gonna have to rewrite
all the trigonometric functions, periodic cycles, the phase factor of quantum mechanics––“
R.Q.: “Big job. Maybe after the election audits, when Trumpy gets back in office, he can set
up a special White House Mathematics Revision Task Force (The Math Force?) to take care
of the whole blasted mess! But anyway, does this mean we’re finished with pi (π)?”
E.Q.(scrolling on his phone): “Well, not quite, Dad. It also says in Wikipedia that pi (π) was
referred to as Archimedes’ constant.”
R.Q.: “Wait! That doesn’t add up. If Jones was the first to use pi (π) to represent the ratio
C/d in the 1700s…and Archimedes lived way back around 250 BC––”
E.Q.: “Right! Ol’ Arch probably didn’t even know what ‘pi (π)’ was, except for when he used it
as a letter in the Greek alphabet. So when they talk about Archimedes’ constant, they can’t
be talking about the algebraic symbol pi (π); they must be talking about the ratio of C/d.
Whaddya say, Pops? Shall we look Archie up?”
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